Granite from Galicia
committed to contemporary architecture

1. the merits
Granite has been a
fundamental material in the
conception of architecture throughout history
and its evolution can be followed both within
traditional as well as in vanguard architecture.

The development of new technologies,
machinery and the industrialization of the
worthiness of granite has brought with it
infinite possibilities and new uses of this
material in architectonic design, confirming
its plasticity, timelessness and accomplishing
the same level of excellence, even bettering
them, of glass, steel and wood, with which it
is completely convergent and combinable
contributing its greater resistance to
deterioration.

Creus, J.; Carrasco, C. , 2000-2003 Luis Seoane Foundation A Coruña

It is employed in architecture as a decorative
as well as a structural element due to its
sturdiness, simplicity, beauty and adaptability.
It lends itself to the creative challenges of
contemporary architecture like no other
material and given its warmth it contributes to
the establishment of spaces of relationship.

Since granite blends in perfectly with all
scenery, it can be adapted to any surrounding.
Creus, J.; Carrasco, C. , 2000-2003 Luis Seoane Foundation A Coruña

of granite

Gallego, M. , 2002 Galician Presidencial Complex Santiago de Compostela (A Coruña)

In Galicia, the expert knowledge concerning
the functions, uses and applications of granite
can be taken as part of the Galicians’ “genetic
heritage”. Over the centuries, both
professionals and companies have developed

a culture of granite to an extent that at present
it is one of the most advanced industries in
this field in Europe.
From the quarrying and transformation to the
laying and design, all sorts of applications
have been developed in view of the most
innovative
and
daring
architectural
challenges. Granite is a world within itself in
Galicia, where the possibilities of associating
both design and innovation are limit-less.
In the most demanding markets worldwide
there are examples of the architectural
development of granite exported from
Galicia; proof of which are works such as
Tokyo’s City Hall, the Paris Underground, the
Museum of Shanghai or the Council of Europe
Building, among others.
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Photographic material has been taken from the Catalogue of Unusual Buildings made of granite, developed under the auspices of the Gaelic Programme of the European Union.

Álvarez, M.; Areal, L., 2002 Houses in Bahiña Baiona (Pontevedra)

Granite offers a wide range of innovative,
resistant, and long-lasting state-of-the-art
systems for fixing clamps; providing,
furthermore, insulation which in turn saves on
overall costs for thermal control and
insulation. Its resistance and sturdiness is a
guarantee against external aggressions in such
that it forever retains its simple, sober, yet
elegant, design. It presents a very
homogeneous composition and comes in
multiple textures and varieties, adapting itself
to any contemporary architectural use or
project.
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2. building
methods and
products

Building methods and
products
stemming
from granite provide, on the one hand,
excellent construction features and, on the
other, exceptional qualities both from an
aesthetic and technical point of view.
Concerning construction features, it is
worthwhile to underline its ability to adapt
and
mould
itself
to
architectural
requirements, its low maintenance costs,
resistance to ice and water absorption, ease
of lasting, safe clamping and placement.
García, A. , 2000-2003 Music Studies´ School Santiago de Compostela

In fact, there is a wide range of products.
Among the most relevant are the following:
- Pavements: floor tiles, paving stones,
kerbs, skirting boards.
- Sheeting/Paneling: large slabs or plates,
small slabs.
- Stairs: steps, risers, block steps.
- Masonry: rough stones, parpens, ashlars.
- All-purpose
stonework:
railings,
chimneys and fireplaces, countertops,
cornices, columns, enclosures, fountains,
religious art.

3. architecture
Why granite? Granite is a
material which lends
itself
to
infinite
possibilities because of its wide range of
structures, colour, beauty, strength (longlasting, high resistance to compression) and
its ability to withstand the elements of time;
this is the reason why granite is currently the

executed in
granite

choice in all forms of construction: in blocks
and in sheeting, as well as in all areas of
architecture such as commercial, family
housing, residential, collective, facilities and
furnishings, public areas, industrial.
Nowadays, granite is considered a choice for
the future since it combines its longevity with
low maintenance costs and unique beauty.

And there is a continuous growth in
response to construction systems and
specific applications such as:
-

Noguerol, A.; Diez, P. , 1995 Cangas Town Hall Cangas (Pontevedra)

In relation with the aesthetic and technical
aspects of building methods and products, it
must be pointed out that granite provides
great stability under important loads, since it
is extremely resistant to compression. This
characteristic makes it extremely firm and
consistent, only surpassed by stainless steel.
On the other hand, it is very resistant as well
to external aggressions, since it possesses
high resistance to abrasion and warping.
Also noteworthy is its optimal thermal
capacity and high conductivity. These
properties of granite make it the ideal
material for exteriors as well as interiors.
Aesthetics is another outstanding feature of
granite, because of its wide range of
varieties, tonalities, and textures, which
open up the imagination to original designs.

Façades with granite stonework.
Roofing and decks.
Sheeting/Paneling.
Interior paneling.
Defenses.
Ornamental elements
Exterior pavements.
Street furniture.

4. production,
placement and
PRODUCTION The raw material goes through different cutting and
regulations

García-Braña, C.; Reboredo, F.J. , 2002 Museo de Pontevedra Pontevedra

superficial treatment processes so as to produce sheets or blocks to
measure and then on to the finishing processes of the piece. The sheets come in different
finishes such as serrated, pumiced, polished, shiny, pockmarked, bubbled and sandy. All of
these show the many possibilities of finish granite affords, depending upon the function or
placement of the piece, that is, the desired effect one wishes in the final project.
PLACEMENT Both the high aesthetic quality and the unquestionable advantages of thermal
isolation and energy savings have increasingly attracted contemporary architecture’s attention
to ventilated walls. The ventilated façade or wall is a system for paneling buildings, leaving
an air chamber between the insulation and the paneling. It consists of a substructure fixed to
the building, an air chamber, an exterior face and a layer of insulation fixed to the outside
wall. The paneling is fixed to a structural metal support by means of clamping elements which
transmit the weight to the structure of the building. Among the advantages is the elimination
of thermal bridges and, as a consequence, condensation, as well as acting as an extremely
efficient isolation for the building.
REGULATIONS Each variety of granite possesses its own physical characteristics, which lend
it a differential identity. Based on this concept, the European regulation for the EC market for
natural stone products is being applied, (UNE-EN 1341, outdoor tiling; UNE-EN 1342,
outdoor stone pavement …), which looks over the compliance with the regulations of the
Community Guidelines concerning each product. Physical characteristics are established by
regulated tests under community regulations. Granite is a material which “inspires trust”,
behind which lies a whole process of technical harmonization and evaluation of conformity
for the whole of the European territory.
The production system of granite in Galicia is subject to the international regulations
concerning safety systems for the laying of natural stone within constructions.
The use of granite in architecture lends thermal, acoustic and conservation features which all
form part of the concept of sustainability as applied to construction.

MARKETS The presence of
Galician granite in many
buildings in major cities on
all five continents confirms the importance
of the Galician industry, borne out by the
quality, variety of products, highly skilled
workmanship, innovation in processes and
machinery in constant evolution. The
industry of granite is one of the most
dynamic and competitive in the world. At
present, Galicia is the second producer
inside Europe and sixth worldwide; for about
25 years, there has been a concerted effort
in investment and research which can be
witnessed in the final product in its aesthetic
and functional values.

and agents

Galicia holds an outstanding position in the
global market of granite. Galician granite
presents greater and greater added value as a
source for specialization and differentiation
of the product and for acknowledgement in
the most demanding markets. In fact, the
capacity for creating excellence and worth is
a differential of the companies tied in with
architecture in granite. It should be pointed
out that granite produced in Galicia can be
found in constructions and applications all
over the world: proof of which is the amount
of exportation to USA, France, Poland,
Portugal, Morocco, and Ireland, the most
demanding clients and destinations.

Davila, A.; Jiménez, C.; et al, 2003 Building of flats in the U. A. Pino Vigo (Pontevedra)

5. markets
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AGENTS
The confidence in the use of granite is guaranteed
by all major Galician agents.
AGG (Asociación Galega de Graniteiros)
Centro Tecnológico del Granito - Calle Ribeira, s/n Torneiros
O Porriño, 36410, Pontevedra
Tel: 986 344043 – Fax: 986 338654
www.granitodegalicia.com tecnico@graniteiros.com
Asociación de Canteiras de Galicia
Atios La Guía, 58
O Porriño, 36418, Pontevedra
Tel: 986 337327 – Fax: 986 338359
asociacion@canteirasgalicia.com
Colegio Oficial de Arquitectos de Galicia
Sede Colegial:
Praza da Quintana, 3
Santiago de Compostela, 15704, A Coruña
Tel: 981 552400 – Fax: 981 561658
www.coag.es coagsede@coag.es
Colegio Oficial de Aparejadores y Arquitectos Técnicos de A Coruña
Delegación A Coruña:
Plaza del Marqués de San Martín, 5, bajo
15001, A Coruña
Tel: 981 206214 – Fax: 981 205312
www.coaatac.org correo@coaatac.org
Colegio Oficial de Aparejadores y Arquitectos Técnicos de Pontevedra
Sede Pontevedra:
C/ Enfesta de San Telmo, 23
Tel: 986 851370
www.coaatpo.es delegacionpo@coaatpo.es
Colegio Oficial de Aparejadores y Arquitectos Técnicos de Ourense
Avda. de la Habana, 41, 1º
32003, Ourense
Tel: 988 372600 – Fax: 988 372666
www.coaatourense.es coaatourense@coaatourense.es
Colegio Oficial de Aparejadores y Arquitectos Técnicos de Lugo
C/ Ribadeo, 6-8, bajo
27002, Lugo
Tel: 982 231021 – Fax: 982 244807
www.coaatlugo.com correo@coaatlugo.com
Instituto Tecnológico de Galicia
Pol. POCOMACO, Sector I, Portal 5
15190, Mesoiro, A Coruña
Tel: 981 173206 – Fax: 981 173223
www.itg.es itg@itg.es
Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura, A Coruña
Campus da Zapateira, s/n
15071, A Coruña
Tel: 981 167000 - Fax: 981 167055
www.udc.es/etsa subetsac@udc.es
Escuela Universitaria de Arquitectura Técnica
Campus de Zapateira, s/n
15141, A Coruña
Tel: 981 167000 - Fax: 981 167060
www.udc.es/euat sape@udc.es

PRODUCTS

ATLÁNTIDA DE GRANITOS Y MÁRMOLES, S.A.
BLOCKGANDARA, S.L.
BLOKDEGAL, S.A.
CANDOCIA, S.L.
CANTERAS DE VILANOVA S.L
CANTERAS HERMANOS CORTIÑAS, S.L.











CANTERAS OYA, S.L.
DAVID FERNÁNDEZ GRANDE, S.L.
EURO-BANDAS S.A.
EURO-C.K.P.,S.A.
EURO-ROCA, S.A.
FERSES S.L.
GRALICIA PEDRAS ELABORADAS S.L.
GRAMOL, S.A.


 

 


GRANIBLOK, S.A.
GRANICHAN, S.L.
GRANIMOL, S.L.
GRANIMONDI, S.A.
GRANINTER, S.A.
GRANIPEC ESPAÑA S.L
GRANITOS CABALEIRO, S.A.
GRANITOS DE ATIOS, S.A.
GRANITOS DE GALICIA, S.A.
GRANITOS DE VIGO, S.L.
GRANITOS DEL LOURO, S.A.
GRANITOS DEL VAL, S.L.
GRANITOS IBERICOS,S.A.
GRANITOS MARTÍNEZ, S.A.
GRANITOS SAN JOSÉ, S.L.
GRANITOS Y CANTERAS MIÑOR, S.A.
GRUPIMAR, S.L.
GRUPO INGEMAR, S.L.
IDIGRANITO, S.L.
MARCELINO MARTINEZ, S.L.
MARMOLES Y GRANITOS DEZA, S.L.
MINERA DE ROCAS, S.L.
PAVESTONE S.L.
PEDRA PAIS, S.L.
PONTEVEX, S.L.
RAMILO, S.A.
ROCAS EUROPEAS DE CONSTRUCCION S.A.
SILVERCHAN S.L.U.
SOYNACÍ KENZAI INTERNATIONAL, S. L.
TALLERES DE PIEDRA ALTAMIRA, S.L.
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Others

All-purpose stonework

Masonry

Stairs

Sheeting/Paneling

COMPANIES

Pavements

Anaya, J.; Volpini, P. , 2005 Building of flats Pontevedra










Tel.: 986-338081 Fax: 986-337885 info@atlantidaesp.e.telefonica.net
Tel.: 986-343969 Fax: 986-346844 block_fl@yahoo.es www.blockgandara.com
Tel.: 986-438787 Fax: 986-432225 bk@blokdegal.com www.blokdegal.com
Tel.: 981-317954 Fax: 981-317954 candociasl@candociasl.com www.candociasl.com
Tel.: 982-303060 Fax: 982-303060 correo@canterasdevilanova.com www.canterasdevilanova.com
Tel.: 988-261060 Fax: 988-261036 canteras@hnoscortinas.com www.hnoscortinas.com
Tel.: 986-330218 Fax: 986-344245 canterasoya@terra.es
Tel.: 986-432822 Fax: 986-434279 dfg@grupodfg.com www.grupodfg.com
Tel.: 986-639600 Fax: 986-639633 eurobandas@eurobandas.com www.eurobandas.com
Tel.: 986-639749 Fax: 986-639744 eurockp@eurockp.info www.eurockp.info
Tel.: 986-344025 Fax: 986-344978 come@euroroca.es www.euroroca.es

















 




  


  
















Tel.: 986-347892 Fax: 986-347231 fersessl@hotmail.com www.ferses.com
Tel.: 986-710942 Fax: 986-710949 gralicia@gralicia.com www.gralicia.com
Tel.: 986-640150 Fax: 986-666586 gramol@gramol.com www.gramol.com
Tel.: 986-333071 Fax: 986-333467 graniblok@infonegocio.com
Tel.: 986-347501 Fax: 986-659397 granichan@terra.es
Tel.: 986-511107

Fax: 986-511107 granimolsl@telefonica.net

Tel.: 986-663300 Fax: 986-663016 info@granimondi.com www.granimondi.com
Tel.: 986-346477 Fax: 986-346364 info@graninter.com www.graninter.com
Tel.: 986-866707 Fax: 986-869688 info@granipec.com www.granipec.com
Tel.: 986-330550 Fax: 986-334785 info@granitoscabaleiro.com www.granitoscabaleiro.com
Tel.: 986-346068 Fax: 986-346361 granisa@granisa.com www.granisa.com
Tel.: 986-640124 Fax: 986-660958 granitosgalicia@terra.es
Tel.: 986-687088 Fax: 986-687088 antonio@granitosdevigo.com
Tel.: 986-343408 Fax: 986-346162 granilouro@granilouro.com www.granilouro.com
Tel.: 988-261384 Fax: 988-261064 granitosdelval@granitosdelval.com www.granitosdelval.com
Tel.: 986-487820 Fax: 986-487814 granitos@granitosibericos.com www.granitosibericos.com
Tel.: 986-438688 Fax: 986-439246 gmarsa@terra.es
Tel.: 986-128798 Fax: 986-128799 gsj@granitossanjose.com www.granitossanjose.com
Tel.: 986-343434 Fax: 986-346693 gracami@grupominor.com www.grupominor.com
Tel.: 986-346664 Fax: 986-346729 info@roqart.es www.roqart.es
Tel.: 982-373018 Fax: 982-373105 ingemarga@ingemargroup.com
Tel.: 986-342628 Fax: 986-342601 idi@idigranito.com www.idigranito.com
Tel.: 986-330713 Fax: 986-332765 comercial@marma.es www.marma.es
Tel.: 986-780349 Fax: 986-780684 mgdeza@gmail.com
Tel.: 986-663005 Fax: 986-651573 minera@mineraderocas.es www.mineraderocas.es
Tel.: 986-446378 Fax: 986-434279 pavestone@grupodfg.com www.grupodfg.com
Tel.: 670670025

Fax: 986-659340 pedrapais@wanadoo.es

Tel.: 986-203812 Fax: 986-684183 info@pontevex.com www.pontevex.com
Tel.: 986-298300 Fax: 986-202511 ramilo@ramilo.es www.ramilo.es
Tel.: 986-343406 Fax: 986-346014 recsa@recsa.com www.recsa.com
Tel.: 986-344115 Fax: 986-344853 porrisal@terra.es
Tel.: 986-715001 Fax: 986-715049 comercial@granitosgallegos.com www.soynacikenzai.com
Tel.: 986-349210 Fax: 986-349019 tpiedraaltamira@infonegocio.com www.talleresdepiedraaltamira.com

Headquarters and central services
Complexo Administrativo San Lázaro, s/n
15703 Santiago de Compostela (A Coruña) España
telf: +34 981 541 162
+34 902 300 903
fax: +34 981 541 114
e-mail: internacionalizacion@igape.es
www.igape.es

IGAPE´s offices abroad
Düsseldorf

Tokio

telf: +49 221 935 0141 / 0156
fax: +49 211 935 0142

telf: +81 3 3584 1861
fax: +81 3 3584 1862

e-mail: alemana@igape.es

New York
telf: +1 212 967 2170 ext. 30
fax: +1 212 564 1415
e-mail: usa@igape.es

Shanghai
telf: +86 21 6288 6128
fax: +86 21 6288 6129
e-mail: china@igape.es

e-mail: xapon@igape.es

Varsovia
telf: +48 22 830 13 20 /21
fax: +48 22 830 01 38
e-mail: polonia@igape.es
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